What is ISR?

International Snowmobile Racing, Inc. (ISR), is a service organization established to provide for the needs of individual clubs and organizations that conduct snowmobile races in an organized and safe manner. Our guidelines have been developed over the past thirty-one years working with our member organizations.

Rather than charging a fee based on organization membership, we offer the services for a flat yearly fee or graduated fee for one, two, three or more races.

Remember - The most important aspect of snowmobile racing is safety. ISR’s goal is to help you conduct safe, well organized and fun events.

**Full Race Affiliate**

With a full ISR affiliation, the racing organization can conduct up to ten (10) races.

For the eleventh race there will be an extra charge of $110.00 for the next block of ten races.

ISR’s racing year starts on September 1 and runs through August 31 of the following year.

- First year Full Affiliation: $700.00
- Established Full Affiliation: $550.00 per year

Full Affiliates receive the following:

- Access to all four manufacturers’ contingency programs (where applicable)
- Access to all aspects of rules
- A vote at the annual Rules Meetings for qualified full affiliates
  - Voting requirements:
    - full affiliate for 1 year prior to meeting
    - 3 events scheduled in previous season
    - 3 events scheduled for next season
    - organization not owned by another voting affiliate
- Manufacturer’s technical specifications
- ISR Bulletins
  - (First time affiliates receive the last five years of technical specifications and bulletins.)
- Technical assistance
- Technical schooling
- Access to insurance program

**One Event Affiliate**

A one-event affiliate is an organization that chooses to run only one race per year. If, after one event, the organization wishes to have more races during the same season, it can upgrade to full affiliation at any time during the racing year or it can pay additional fees for one or two additional races.

- One Event Affiliation: $330.00
- Second race, additional charge: $250.00
- Third race, additional charge: $200.00 (At this point, the organization becomes a full affiliate with all benefits.)

One Event Affiliates receive the following:

- Access to all four manufacturers’ contingency programs (where applicable)
- Access to all aspects of rules
- Access to insurance program

**Radar Run Affiliate**

One snowmobile at a time, 660 feet maximum distance on ice or snow, 500 feet maximum on dirt.

Radar Run Affiliation: $60.00 per event

**Speed Run Affiliate**

One snowmobile at a time, 1000 feet maximum distance on ice or snow, 500 feet maximum on dirt.

Speed Run Affiliation: $100.00 per event

Radar Run and Speed Run Affiliates receive the following:

- Access to all aspects of rules
- Access to insurance program
ISR RACE RULES PROCESS

THIS DIAGRAM LISTS THE GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS THAT ATTENDED RACE RULES MEETINGS AND DETERMINED THE RACING RULES FOR THE 2013-2014 RACING SEASON. ALL AFFILIATES HAVE INPUT INTO THE RULES. ONLY PREQUALIFIED FULL AFFILIATES THAT ATTEND THE RULES MEETINGS VOTE ON FUTURE RULES.

The role of ISR is to compile, publish and enforce these rules. ISR enforces these rules and also negotiates and develops an umbrella insurance policy, which is available to all ISR affiliated snowmobile groups.

Meetings with the manufacturers and the Specialty Manufacturers and Distributors Group committees are held to develop recommended rules changes to the rules committees. Technical information is gathered and manufacturer tech specification sheets are then developed, updated and maintained. This information is provided to full affiliates.

The rules that are published in the International Snowmobile Racing Yearbook are developed and enacted by the various race rules committees each spring at a series of race rules meetings and rules phone conferences.

International Snowmobile Racing does not vote on rules.

**Specialty Manufacturers and Distributors Group**

Manufacturers

Arctic Cat, Inc.
Bombardier, Inc.
Polaris Industries, Inc.
Yamaha Motor Corp. USA

**INTERNATIONAL SNOWMOBILE RACING, INC.**

- Snowmobile Racing Rules online
- ISR World Series events
- Administration
- ISR Bulletins
- Tech School
- Affiliate Tech Support
- Insurance Program
ISR INSURANCE SPECIFICATIONS

In an effort to protect the interests of ISR, its track operators, clubs, sponsors, members and participants, ISR has established certain minimum insurance coverage which must be in effect for all ISR affiliated club and racing events.

As a convenience and service, ISR affiliates may participate in and obtain their insurance coverage through the plan as administered by the officially designated ISR insurance broker. If another insurance provider is used, the coverage and the policy must be preapproved by ISR before the event (see details below).

Following is an outline of ISR’s basic minimum specifications and requirements for acceptable insurance coverage for affiliated events:

LIABILITY AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

- Minimum limits of Participant and Spectator liability coverage: $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence with no aggregate.
- Required coverage includes the following:
  - Spectator Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability
  - Participant Liability
  - Personal Injury Liability
  - Products Liability
  - Contractual Liability
  - Host Liquor Liability
  - All participants included as insureds
- Participant accident insurance must contain the following minimum limits of coverage conditions and terms:
  - $3,000 Accidental Death Benefit
  - $3,000 Accidental Dismemberment Benefits including “Loss of Use”
  - $3,000 Blanket Accident Medical Expense (Excess)
- If alternate insurance is used, International Snowmobile Racing, Inc., its officials, officers, directors, stockholders and employees and various sponsors as the ISR may designate from time to time must be named as additional insureds.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

ISR affiliates may secure insurance for ISR affiliated events through the ISR master insurance program or from any source that has been approved in advance by ISR as meeting the minimum specifications and requirements.

IMPORTANT NOTICES:

All persons entering secured areas must have signed an original (not copy) of the RELEASE AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT (Most states use form no. CL-29, dated 3/92, New York and Wisconsin require specialized forms, all available through ISR). This form must be used even though some other Release and Waiver form may be used.

Any minors entering competition or entering secured areas must also complete the specified MINOR RELEASE AND WAIVER AND PARENTAL CONSENT forms with their parent or guardian at the event site.

ISR affiliates are required to notify ISR and our insurance carrier within 24 hours of any injuries and/or fatalities at any ISR affiliated event.

The ISR approved insurance coverage for an ISR affiliated event shall not provide insurance coverage for activities that are not addressed in the current ISR Yearbook unless prior written approval for such coverage is provided by ISR.